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Will you marry me? 

If I tell you that I love freedom more than anything 
If I assert myself to be a feminist 

Who is always equating a woman with a human being 
Without sacrificing her life for the set norms 

I know it is very hard to marry a human being 
But it is very easy to marry a woman 

With a beautiful face, under skin bruises of domestic violence 
With a smile under the weight of all sacrifices 
With a hope for others without one of her own 

If you are searching for her then your answer for my question is NO 
This is the reason why I am telling you beforehand 

As there are entrance exams these days 
To check the quality of subjects 

If they can work well in that field 
Then I would say you failed 

You are not a person of good quality 
I would simply reject this product due to its poor quality 

I cannot compromise with quality for quantity 
There are many others like you 

Who cannot contribute to society in a better manner 
So I ask my quality manager to keep check 

If some human being comes only then would call it 
Eligible for an entrance exam to my life 

Well all the best to all who want to get a good package 
To earn a life worth living 
In this world of our own. 
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